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Inhumanlateraltemporalcortex,someregionsshowspecificsensitivitytohumanmotion.Hereweexaminewhethersucheffectsreflect
ageneralbiological–nonbiologicalorganizationalprincipleoraprocessspecifictohuman–agentprocessingbycomparingprocessingof
human,animal,andtoolmotioninafunctionalmagneticresonanceimaging(fMRI)experimentwithhealthyparticipantsandavoxel-
basedlesion-symptommapping(VLSM)studyofpatientswithbraindamage(77strokepatients).ThefMRIexperimentrevealedthatin
thelateraltemporalcortex,theposteriorsuperiortemporalsulcusshowsapreferenceforhumanandanimalmotion,whereasthemiddle
partoftherightsuperiortemporalsulcus/gyrus(mSTS/STG)showsapreferenceforhumanandfunctionaltoolmotion.VLSManalyses
alsorevealedthatdamagetothisrightmSTS/STGregionledtomoresevereimpairmentintherecognitionofhumanandfunctionaltool
motionrelativetoanimalmotion,indicatingthecausalroleofthisbrainareainhuman–agentmotionprocessing.Thefindingsforthe
rightmSTS/STGcannotbereducedtoapreferenceforarticulatedmotionorprocessingofsocialvariablessinceneitherfactorisinvolved
infunctionaltoolmotionrecognition.Weconcludethataunidimensionalbiological–nonbiologicaldistinctioncannotfullyexplainthe
visual motion effects in lateral temporal cortex. Instead, the results suggest the existence of distinct components in right posterior
temporalcortexandmSTS/STGthatareassociated,respectively,withbiologicalmotionandhuman–agentmotionprocessing.
Introduction
Compellingfindingsincognitiveneuroscienceshowthattheani-
mate–inanimate distinction plays a fundamental role in the neu-
ral organization of perceptual and cognitive processes in both
humans and monkeys (Martin et al., 1996; Caramazza and Shel-
ton, 1998; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Haxby et al., 2011). In the
visual motion processing stream in human lateral temporal cor-
tex,someregionshavebeenfoundtobedifferentiallysensitiveto
motion of biological entities relative to other types of motion,
with the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) seemingly
specificallyinvolvedintherecognitionof(articulated)biological
motion (Beauchamp et al., 2002, 2003; Grossman et al., 2005;
Saxeetal.,2004;forreview,seeBlakeandShiffrar,2007;Grosbras
et al., 2012).
The precise role of the pSTS and nearby regions in the
recognition of biological motion remains unclear. One com-
moncaveattothebiologicalmotionresearchisthatthecritical
evidence is typically based on stronger activation for human
motion relative to other stimuli, most commonly, scrambled
motion (Grossman and Blake, 2002; but see Pelphrey et al.,
2003; Gobbini et al., 2007). Thus, it is not clear whether the
observed effects reflect a human–nonhuman or a general bio-
logical–nonbiological distinction along which the visual mo-
tion processing stream is organized (Chouchourelou et al.,
2013). A further debate is whether the potential human–non-
human distinction is to be explained by the effect of socially
relevantmotion(Kaiseretal.,2012).Humanmotionisintrin-
sically volitional and is naturally interpreted as being inten-
tional (Lahnakoski et al., 2012). However, agency need not be
social: solitary, instrument-directed (e.g., hammering), and
intransitive (e.g., walking) acts need not have a social dimen-
sion. Thus, the question remains whether there are brain re-
gions that are specifically involved in human (conspecific)
motion recognition, as distinct from more general biological
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cialization for nonsocial human agency.
Tofurtherclarifytheorganizationofvisualmotionprocessing
regions, we distinguish among three categories of object motion:
humanmotion,animalmotion,andfunctionaltoolmotion.The
latter type of motion depicts a moving tool in the manner typical
of its use by humans. Such motion is not articulated biological
motion and does not have apparent social valence, but it implies
ahumanagent:typicaltoolsdonotmovebythemselves,andtheir
patterned, systematic motion is usually the result of human ma-
nipulation. Thus, a brain region’s preferential response to both
human and functional tool motion compared with animal mo-
tionwouldreflectahumanagenteffectthatisnottobeattributed
to articulated motion or social human agency. In contrast, pref-
erencetohumanandanimalmotionwouldindicateamoregen-
eral biological effect. We tested neural responses to these three
types of motion in a functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) experiment with healthy participants and further exam-
ined the causal role of specific brain regions on the processing of
the three types of motion stimuli using the voxel-based lesion-
symptom mapping (VLSM) approach (Bates et al., 2003)i na
group of stroke patients.
MaterialsandMethods
Experiment1:fMRIexperimentwithhealthy participants
Participants
Sixteencollegestudents(sixmales)fromBeijingNormalUniversitypar-
ticipated (with pay) in the study. They were all native Mandarin Chinese
speakersandrighthanded[EdinburghHandednessInventory(Oldfield,
1971)], with a mean age of 20.7 years (range, 18–23) and 14.4 (range,
13–16) mean years of education. They had normal or corrected-to-
normalvision.Nonesufferedfrompsychiatricorneurologicaldisorders,
had ever sustained a head injury, or were on any psychoactive medica-
tion. All participants gave written informed consent approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the Beijing Normal University (BNU) Im-
aging Center for Brain Research.
Materials and procedures
Participants were asked to perform a delayed matching-to-sample task
on motion stimuli. The motion stimuli included point-light animations
of human (e.g., running), animal (e.g., jumping), and tool (e.g., ham-
mering) movements. We created the point-light animation of human
motion following the procedure described by Johansson (1973). Thir-
teen light-sensitive small dots were adhered on the major joints of an
actor(head,shoulders,elbows,wrists,hips,knees,andankles).Theactor
performed the actions. A 3D motion analysis-capture system (Eagle-4
model; Motion Analysis Corporation, www.motionanalysis.com) with
eightcamerascapturedeachactionandtransformedthemintothepoint-
lightstimuli.Wecreatedthepoint-lightanimationfortoolmotionusing
a similar method: light-sensitive dots attached on a set of tools (e.g., a
scissors had five dots adhered: two on knife blades, two on handles, and
one on a joint; mean number of dots, 8.1), and thus only the motion of
the tools was captured. The actor manipulated the tools in their typical
manner. The point-light animal motion was created by scanning the
Muybridgephotographycollectionofanimalsinmotion,sequencingthe
scans,andobtainingthemainjointpositions,anditwasthenscriptedin
Matlab (e.g., an elephant had 12 dots: head, nose, neck, shoulders, hip,
knees, forefeet, hindfeet; mean number of dots, 9.9; courtesy of Emily
Grossman,UniversityofCaliforniaIrvine,Irvine,CA).Tenitemsofeach
category were selected, and mirror-reverse stimuli were constructed to
increaseitemnumbers.Wealsoincludedanonobjectpoint-light“global
motion” condition as a baseline, where in each item all but one point-
light moved in the same direction (mean number of dots, 10). The ex-
ception point-light was included to make participants pay more
attention. There were 48 global motion stimuli, and they were run on
Psychtoolboxversion3.0.9(Brainard,1997;Pelli,1997)inMatlab2009b
(Mathworks). The participants were shown the entire list of the stimuli
before entering the scanner for familiarization.
In the scanner, participants viewed the stimuli binocularly through a
mirror attached to the head coil adjusted to allow foveal viewing of a
back-projected monitor (refresh rate, 60 Hz; spatial resolution, 1024 
768). The distance between the screen and participants was 110 cm. The
width and height of the point-light stimuli subtended 13.5  10.1° on
the screen. The size of the dots was around 0.16°. The stimuli were pre-
sented in blocks of four items from the same condition (human, animal,
tool, or global motion). For each block, participants were instructed to
judgewhetherthelastitemwasidenticaltoanyofthefirstthreeinterms
of item identity (human, animal, and tool conditions) or overall move-
ment direction (for global motion condition). Note that for the human
condition,thejudgmentwaswhethertheitemswerethesameaction;for
tools and animals, the judgment was whether the items were the same
object. We used this task to prevent judgment on the mere basis of
low-level perceptual features. Within a block, each of the four stimuli
lasted for 2.5 s witha1sfixation cross appearing between stimuli. The
fixation cross before and after the last trial was colored green to cue the
participant about the beginning and end of each block; the last fixation
stimuluslastedforanadditional1stoallowfortheresponse.Participants
responded“yes”or“no”bypressingabuttonwiththethumboftheright
or left hand after seeing the last fixation cross. Thus, each block was 15 s
long.Afixationcrossof6soccurredbetweenblocks,aswellasbeforethe
first block and after the last block. Each run included 16 blocks, with 4
blocksofeachcategory(human,tool,animal,globalmotion),andlasted
for 5 min, 42 s. There were three runs, for a total of 17 min, 6 s. For each
condition, there were 12 blocks (48 trials) in total. Each motion item of
the three critical conditions was repeated four to five times. The block
order across all runs was assigned in a Latin-square fashion; the order of
runs was pseudo-randomized across participants.
MRI data acquisition
Structural and functional MRI data were collected with a 3T Siemens
Trio Tim scanner at the BNU imaging center. A high-resolution 3D
structural data set was acquired with a 3D magnetization-prepared
rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence in the sagittal plane [time
repetition (TR), 2530 ms; time echo (TE), 3.39 ms; time inversion
(TI), 1100 ms; field of view (FOV), 200  200 mm
2; flip angle (FA),
7°; matrix size, 256  256 mm
2; voxel size, 1  1  1.33 mm
3; slice
number, 144 slices; slice thickness, 1.33 mm]. BOLD signals were
measuredwithanEPIsequence(TR,2000ms;TE,30ms;FOV,200
200 mm
2; FA, 90°; matrix size, 64  64 mm
2; voxel size, 3.125 
3.125  4m m
3; slice number, 33 slices; slice thickness, 4 mm; slice
orientation, axial). E-prime 2.0 was used for stimulus presentation
andresponserecording.Thewholescanningtimeforeachparticipant
was about 30 min.
fMRI data analysis
fMRI data were analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neu-
roimaging, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and Matlab 7.9 (Math-
works, http://www.mathworks.com). The first 6 s (3 volumes) in each
functional run were discarded to include only data collected when the
scanner had reached in the magnetic steady state. Preprocessing of the
functional data included 3D motion correction with respect to the mean
image of the functional images, coregistering 3D structural image to
mean image, and normalizing functional images to Montreal Neurolog-
ical Institute (MNI) standard space with unified segmentation on struc-
tural image and spatial smoothing (Gaussian filter, 6 mm full-width
half-maximum). During the normalization to MNI space, all the func-
tional images were resampled to 3  3  3m m
3 resolution.
All functional data were then analyzed using the general linear model
(GLM). We included four regressors of interest corresponding to the
four conditions (three critical categories and one global motion condi-
tion) and six head motion parameters as regressors of no interest.
In the whole-brain analyses, random-effect GLM analyses were con-
ducted to analyze the group data. We examined the three effects of in-
terest: human motion, human–agent, and biological motion effects.
Regions showing a human motion effect were derived from the contrast
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corrected with the false discovery rate (FDR) and the cluster size (k)a t
20 voxels (540 mm
3); those showing a human–agent effect were com-
puted from the conjunction of human motion  animal motion and
functional tool motion  animal motion; those showing a biological
motion effect were computed from two kinds of conjunctions: (1) the
conjunctionofhumanmotiontoolmotionandanimalmotiontool
motion and (2) the conjunction of human motion  global motion and
animal motion  global motion. We used these two kinds of baseline
for examination of biological motion effects because pSTS has been
shown to be activated by implied motion stimuli (Beauchamp et al.,
2002; Peuskens et al., 2005) and functional tool motion may imply
biological motion (human hand motion) to some extent. The thresh-
oldforindividualcontrastintheconjunctionanalysesweresetatFDR
p  0.05 and k  20 voxels. All results were shown in the MNI
templates and projected onto the MNI brain surface using the Brain-
Net viewer (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 2013).
Experiment2:VLSMexperimentwith patients
Participants
The stroke patients and healthy controls who participated in this behav-
ioral and imaging study were all Mandarin Chinese native speakers with
normalvisionandhearing(withoutorwithcorrection),andallprovided
written informed consent. The study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the BNU Imaging Center for Brain Research. More
detailed information about the two groups of participants is presented
below.
Patients. Seventy-seven (63 males) individuals who suffered from
stroke were recruited from the China Rehabilitation Research Center.
Themeanagewas48years(SD,12;range,20–76),andthemeanyearsof
formaleducationwas13years(SD,3;range,2–19).Theyhadnoprevious
neurological disorders. The behavioral and imaging data were collected
noearlierthan1monthafteronset.Theywereabsentfromotherneuro-
logicalorpsychiatricillnesses,suchasalcoholabuseorseveredepression.
All could understand oral or/and written task instructions. The Edin-
burgh Handedness Inventory was used to assess their handedness (74
right handed, 3 left handed).
Healthy participants. Fifty healthy participants (26 males) took part in
thepresentstudy.Theyhadameanageof50years(SD,11;range,26–72)
and mean education of 13 years (SD, 4; range, 6–22). All but two partic-
ipants were right handed. The difference between healthy participants
and the patients was not significant in age (t(125)  1), education level
(t(125)  1), and handedness (
2
(1)  1). The groups differed in gender
distribution (
2
(1)  12.85, p  0.001).
Behavioral tasks
Motion–picture verification. A motion–picture verification task was de-
velopedforthreetypesofstimuli:humans(20motionitemsconstructed
into 40 trials, half “yes” responses, half “no” responses), animals (15
motionitems,30trials),andtools(22toolmotionitems,44trials).Each
trial consisted of a point-light motion animation (e.g., human, a person
walking; animal, a bird flying; tool, a hammer hammering) presented
above a black-and-white picture (e.g., human, a picture depicting a per-
sonkicking;animal,abird;tool,ahammer).Thepoint-lightanimations
were created using the same procedure as in Experiment 1. For the hu-
man motion items, subjects were instructed to judge whether the ani-
mated action matched the action depicted by the picture by pressing the
“yes”or“no”buttononthetouchscreen;fortheanimalandtoolmotion
conditions,theinstructionwastojudgewhethertheanimatedactionwas
a typical action associated with the object in the picture. Animations
lasted about 1–2 s, and the picture was displayed until the subject’s re-
sponse or aftera6sdeadline. Responses were scored 1 if correct and 0 if
wrong. If no response was given within the deadline, a 0.5 point was
assigned because any random guessing would have a 0.5 chance of being
correct. Giving 0 to these items may bias against patients who tended to
be more cautious compared with patients whose strategy relied more on
guessing. Such cases occurred in 1% of trials (6 of 8778, 0.07%).
Picture–word verification. A picture–word verification task was per-
formed to control for any effects in the motion–picture verification task
that might originate from the picture rather than the motion identifica-
tionprocess.Thistaskhadthesametrialstructureasthemotion–picture
verification task except that a visual word rather than a point-light ani-
mation was presented along with a picture. The participants judged
whether the word and picture matched. There were 20 human action
trials (e.g., the word “kick” with the picture of a person kicking), 20 tool
trials (e.g., the word “hammer” with the picture of a hammer), and 20
animal trials (e.g., the word “dog” with the picture of a dog). There were
no “no responses” across all patients.
Imaging data acquisition
Each patient was scanned at the Imaging Center of China Rehabilitation
Research Center (Signa Excite 1.5T; GE Healthcare). We obtained two
typesofwhole-brainstructuralimages:3DT1andFLAIRT2images.The
3D T1 image is a dedicated high-resolution T1-weighted, three-
dimensional MPRAGE image on a sagittal plane with the following pa-
rameters: TR, 12.26 ms; TE, 4.2 ms; TI, 400 ms; FOV, 250  250 mm
2;
FA,15°;matrixsize,512512;voxelsize,0.490.490.70mm
3;slice
number, 248 slices. The FLAIR T2 image is a fluid-attenuated inversion
recoveryT2-weightedimageonanaxialplanewiththefollowingparam-
eters: TR, 8002 ms; TE, 127.57 ms; TI, 2000 ms; FOV, 250  250 mm
2;
FA, 90°; matrix size, 512  512; voxel size, 0.49  0.49  5m m
3; slice
number, 28 slices. Two identical sequences of the 3D T1 image were
collected and averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in analysis.
We performed all analyses on the 3D T1 image and used the FLAIR T2
image for visual reference when manually drawing patients’ lesions on
the 3D T1 image (Rorden et al., 2007).
Imaging data preprocessing
Thetwosequencesof3DT1imagesofpatientswerefirstcoregisteredon
their respective native space and then averaged using SPM5. The FLAIR
T2imageswerecoregisteredandreslicedtothenativespaceaveraged3D
images with SPM5. Using MRIcroN software (Rorden et al., 2007), two
experimentersmanuallydreweachpatient’slesioncontouronthenative
space averaged 3D T1 image slice by slice, visually referring to FLAIR T2
images.Theprocedurewassupervisedbyanexperiencedradiologist.The
degree of reliability of these two experimenters calculated on the four
same patients [mean percentage volume difference, 9  8 and 4  3;
mean percentage discrepant voxels, 7  4 and 6  2 (discrepant was
defined as 2 voxels from the other manually drawn lesion volume)] was
comparable with the same measures of inter-rater reliability reported
previously (Fiez et al., 2000). The structural images of each patient were
reslicedinto111mm
3voxelsizeandregisteredintoTalairachspacevia
BrainVoyagerQXversion2.0(www.brainvoyager.com).WeusedtheANTS
software package (www.ants.com) to extract the affine transformation ma-
trix between native and Talairach spaces, which was used to register the
lesion description in Talairach space.
Behavioral performance standardization
Compared with case studies (Battelli et al., 2003) or lesion overlap anal-
ysis (Heberlein et al., 2004), which displays the lesion (overlap) maps of
the behaviorally impaired patients with descriptive statistics, the VLSM
analysis performs inferential statistical comparisons across voxels, mak-
ing use of continuous behavioral and lesion information (Bates et al.,
2003). Previous studies on biological motion using the VLSM approach
(Saygin, 2007), however, tended to directly use behavioral scores of pa-
tients without considering the distribution of performance of healthy
controls. The “raw” behavioral scores in those studies may be contami-
natedbydemographicfactors(e.g.,age,education,gender)andmaynot
accurately reflect the severity of the impairment (Crawford and Garth-
waite, 2006). An ideal behavioral measure should consider the perfor-
mance distribution in the reference healthy population. We therefore
adopted the method developed by Crawford and Garthwaite (2006),
which takes into account such information, and transformed raw accu-
raciesintostandardtscoresonthebasisofthedistributioninthehealthy
populationforeachbehavioraltaskineachpatient.Foreachtask,wefirst
established a regression model on the basis of the 50 healthy control
subjects (dependent variable was accuracy; predictors were age, educa-
tion, and gender). A predicted value for each patient was then obtained
by introducing his or her demographic information into the regression
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Clustersize(mm
3) MNIcoordinates(centralpoint) Intensity(peakpoint)
fMRIresultswithhealthyparticipants(Experiment1)
Humanmotioneffect:humanmotionglobalmotion
R–LOccipital/posteriortemporallobes 192,375 33,90,3 19.56
R–LSupplementarymotorarea 1890 3,9,72 4.72
RmSTS/STG 621 54,3,9 3.93
RFusiformgyrus 999 42,9,33 4.32
RPrecentralgyrus 1566 39,27,66 4.85
1188 51,9,51 4.60
LSuperiormedialfrontalgyrus 3051 6,21,42 5.96
LInferiorfrontalgyrus(pastriangularis) 6642 57,21,33 6.68
LMiddlecingulumgyrus 1431 12,33,42 4.21
LPrecuneus 675 12,69,33 3.89
Human-agenteffect:conjunctionofhumananimalandtoolanimal
R–LSupplementarymotorarea 2808 2,7,60
R–LAnteriorcingulategyrus 2025 2,23,7
RmSTS/STG 1620 51,25,0
RInferior/middleoccipitalgyri 2916 30,93,4
RInferiorfrontalgyrus(rolandic-operculum) 3375 53,9,15
RPrecentralgyrus 1512 52,5,48
LInferior/middleoccipitalgyri 5022 25,96,6
LInferiorfrontalgyrus(rolandic-operculum) 1998 55,3,10
LSupramarginalgyrus 2754 53,33,23
LMTG 432 62,51,5
LPostcentralgyrus 378 42,14,36
Biologicaleffect1:conjunctionofhumantoolandanimaltool
R–LLingualgyri/cuneus 5184 2,87,2
ROccipital-temporalcortex 2835 48,68,8
RSTG 270 55,41,16
Biologicaleffect2:conjunctionofhumanbaselineandanimalbaseline
R–LOccipital-temporalcortex 128,844 4,64,4
RFusiformgyrus 270 33,4,34
RInferiorfrontalgyrus(pastriangularis) 6480 51,26,18
RPrecentralgyrus 810 49,6,49
RSupplementarymotorarea 270 5,11,71
LInferiorfrontalgyrus(pastriangularis) 18,387 41,24,16
LPrecuneus 675 13,66,31
LSupplementarymotorarea 2970 4,18,47
LMiddlecingulumgyrus 270 9,34,43
VLSMresultswithbrain-damagedpatients(Experiment2)
Humanmotioneffect:humanmotionfactoringouthumanword–pictureverification
RmSTS/STG(includinginsula) 77patients 8452 51,11,9
38patients 20,696 48,16,3
RPrecentralgyrus 77patients 105 36,4,35
38patients 352 21,9,36
Human-agenteffect:conjunctionofhumananimalandtoolanimal
RmSTS/STG 77patients 4697 47,11,9
38patients 17,438 51,15,4
Biologicaleffect1:conjunctionofhumantoolandanimaltool
RPrecentralgyrus 77patients 100 35,4,35
38patients None None
Biologicaleffect2:conjunctionofhumanandanimal
RSuperiortemporalgyrus 77patients 108 45,12,10
38patients None None
RPrecentralgyrus 77patients 105 35,4,35
38patients None None
OverlapregionsbetweenExperiments1and2
Human-agenteffect
RmSTS/STG 77patients 343 49,23,0
38patients 1155 52,24,2
Biologicaleffects
None
R,Right;L,left.ForExperiment1,clusterswithk10(270mm
3)arelisted,andthecoordinatesforthehumanmotioneffectarethepeakcoordinates;forallothereffects,wereportthecentralpointsoftheclusters.ForExperiment2,we
presenttheresultsoftwoseparateanalyses:onewithall77patientsattheFDRp0.005thresholdandonewith38single-lesionpatientsattheFDRp0.05threshold.
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ference value between the observed value and the predicted value. Then
wecomputedthecorrectedSEofestimateforthepatient(SEpatient)using
the following formula:
SEpatient
 SY  X1 
1
N 
1
N  1 r
ii zio
2 
2
N  1 r
ij zio zjo,
(1)
whereSyxandNaretheSEandnumberofsubjectsforthecontrolgroup,
respectively;r
iiandr
ijaremaindiagonalandoff-diagonalelementsofthe
inverted correlation matrix for the k predictor variables (k  3; i.e., age,
education, gender), respectively; and z0 (z10,…,zk0) identifies the pa-
tient’s scores on the predictor variables in z score form. The patient’s t
score was then calculated: t-scorepatient  Discrepancypatient/SEpatient)
(see details by Crawford and Garthwaite, 2006). This way, each patient
had a t score on each task, which was used in the subsequent analyses as
the behavioral performance index. Note that we also performed VLSM
analyses using the raw accuracies of the patients directly as behavioral
measures for comparison purposes. The results were highly consistent
with those using the normalized t scores and are not presented here for
simplicity.
Lesion-symptom mapping
A VLSM analysis (Bates et al., 2003; Rorden et al., 2007) was conducted
on the data of the 77 patients using the NPM (nonparametric mapping)
program in MRIcroN and the Voxbo brain-imaging package (www.
voxbo.org). Voxels in which fewer than five patients had lesions were
excluded from the analysis. For each voxel entered in the analysis, the
patients were divided into the lesion group and the intact group. The
behavioral performance index (t scores described above) separately on
each of the three motion–picture verification tasks (human motion, an-
imalmotion,andtoolmotion)wascomparedbetweenthesetwogroups,
while controlling for picture recognition effects by either regressing out
the performance indices (t scores) on the corresponding control tasks
(picture–word verification) or excluding patients who were impaired in
thepicture–wordverificationtask.Giventhatthebehavioralindexscores
for lesioned and intact groups across voxels may not comply with as-
sumptions of the t test, a nonparametric Brunner-Munzel (BM) test
(Brunner and Munzel, 2000) was performed for the statistical compari-
soninVLSM(Rordenetal.,2007;Medinaetal.,2010).Anindependent-
samples t test was also performed in the main analyses for comparison
purposes. To correct for multiple comparisons, the significance thresh-
old was set at FDR corrected p  0.005 for all analyses unless otherwise
noted. A whole-brain VLSM z-map (BM test) or t-map (t test) was then
obtained for each task of interest. To further consolidate our findings
while excluding the potential confounding influence of multiple lesions,
Figure1. FunctionalMRIresultsinthelateraltemporallobeforhealthyparticipantsinExperiment1.A,Humanmotioneffect:thecontrastofhumanmotionglobalmotion.B,Human–agent
motioneffect:theconjunctionofhumanmotionanimalmotionandtoolmotionanimalmotion.C,Biologicalmotioneffect1:theconjunctionofhumanmotiontoolmotionandanimal
motiontoolmotion.D,Biologicalmotioneffect2:theconjunctionofhumanmotionglobalmotionandanimalmotionglobalmotion.Thethresholdforeachindividualcontrastwassetat
p0.05(FDR).H,Humanmotion;T,toolmotion;A,animalmotion;G,globalmotion.
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with unilateral, single, focal lesions. The overall data pattern was highly
similarfortheentiregroupandforthesubsetofpatientswithunilateral,
single, focal lesions.
Human motion, human–agent, and biological motion effects. Separate
VLSM maps were obtained for human, animal, and tool motion. These
maps were transformed into binary maps individually, in which each
significant voxel (FDR, p  0.005) was scored as 1 and others as 0.
Conjunction maps were obtained using a similar rationale to that used
for the fMRI experiment. For the human–agent map, we first created a
humananimalmapbyremovingthebinaryanimalmotionmapfrom
thebinaryhumanmotionmapandatoolanimalmapbyremovingthe
animal map from the tool map. Then the human  animal map and the
toolanimalmapwereoverlaid,indicatingtheregionsthatweresignif-
icant both in the human and the tool maps but not in the animal map.
Similarly, two biological motion maps were obtained. A first map was
obtainedbysubtractingthebinarytoolmapfromthebinaryhumanmap
and the binary animal map, respectively, and then overlaying the hu-
man  tool and the animal  tool maps; the second was obtained by
overlaying the binary human map and the binary animal maps directly
without comparison with the tool map.
Results
Experiment1
One run of one participant was discarded from the behavioral and im-
agingdataanalysesbecauseofincompletecollectionofthisruncausedby
an unexpected pause of stimuli presentation by the E-prime program.
Behavioral results
The mean accuracy of 16 participants in the motion judgment task for
each condition was the following: humans, 0.95  0.09 (SD); animals,
0.950.06;tools,0.930.09;globalmotion,0.940.10.Therewasno
significant difference among the four conditions (F(3,45)  0.21, p 
0.89). Because the subjects were asked to respond only after seeing the
fixationcue,responsetimeswerenotmeaningfulandwerenotanalyzed.
fMRI results
Given our focus on the lateral temporal cortex, below we present and
discuss the results in right and left lateral temporal cortex and adjacent
regions, including the following regions on the anatomical automatic
labeling template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002): right superior tempo-
ral gyrus (STG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior temporal gyrus
(ITG),superiortemporalpole,middletemporalpole,andangulargyrus.
Whole-brain results are listed in Table 1.
Humanmotioneffect.Toreplicatepreviousfindingsonhumanmotion
recognition, we compared the human motion and global motion condi-
tions. The contrast of human motion  global motion revealed highly
significant effects in bilateral occipital and posterior temporal cortex
(Fig. 1A), encompassing the posterior STG, MTG, and ITG (peak-point
MNIcoordinatesinthelateraltemporalcortex:57,63,3).Asignificant
cluster was also observed in the right middle STS/STG (mSTS/STG)
(coordinates: 54, 3, 9). These results are in line with the biological
motion effects in the literature, where posterior and middle clusters of
temporal cortex have been reported (Allison et al., 2000; Grosbras et al.,
2012).
Human–agentmotioneffect.Toexploretheregionsshowingresponses
tohuman–agentmotionstimuli,wecomputedwhole-brainconjunction
analyses of human motion  animal motion and tool motion  animal
motion. The results (Fig. 1B) revealed significant clusters in the middle
portionoftherightSTS/STG(centercoordinates:51,25,0)andasmall
cluster in left MTG (center coordinates: 62, 51, 5).
Biological motion effect. To identify the brain regions showing re-
sponses to biological motion stimuli, we calculated whole-brain con-
junction analyses of human motion  functional tool motion and
animal motion  functional tool motion. We observed a highly signifi-
cantclusterintherightoccipital-temporalcortex(OTC)(centercoordi-
nates: 48, 68, 8), close to the well-documented extrastriate body area
(EBA) (Fig. 1C). This activation also extended into right pSTS when
globalmotionwasusedasthebaseline,i.e.,intheconjunctionanalysisof
human motion  global motion and animal motion  global motion
(Fig. 1D). This latter contrast also revealed a significant cluster in left
OTC, encompassing left MT.
Summary. We replicated the classical finding that bilateral occipital-
temporal cortex, pSTS, and mSTS/STG are sensitive to human motion
stimuli.Furthermore,intwoareasoftherighttemporalcortex,different
patterns of results were obtained: right mSTS/STG showed a human–
agent motion effect and, more posteriorly, the right OTC showed a bio-
logical motion effect.
Experiment2
Behavioral results
Mean accuracies and SDs in the motion–picture and picture–
word verification tasks for the 77 patients and 50 healthy partic-
ipantsareasfollows.Inthepatientgroup,forthemotion–picture
verificationtask,toolmotion(0.750.12)wasrecognizedmore
accurately than human (0.67  0.13) and animal (0.68  0.14)
motion (ps  0.001), with no significant difference between hu-
man and animal motion (t 1); for the picture–word task, there
wasnosignificantdifferenceamongthethreecategories(human,
0.95  0.08; animal, 0.94  0.08; tool, 0.94  0.09) (ps  0.05).
Similar patterns were found in healthy participants (motion–
pictureverification:humanmotion,0.810.11;animalmotion,
0.790.13;toolmotion,0.870.08;picture–wordverification:
human, 0.99  0.02; animal, 0.98  0.03; tool, 0.98  0.03)
exceptthattheperformanceonthehumanstimuliinthepicture–
word verification task was better than that for the other two cat-
egories (ps  0.001). The patient group’s performances for all
categories in the two tasks were significantly worse than those of
the healthy controls (F(1,125)  23, p  0.001). The patient
group’s performances also had larger variations, having greater
variationcoefficients(SD/mean)thanthecontrolgroupeveninthe
picture–word verification task where both groups showed high
meanaccuracies(patients:human,8%;animal,8%;tool,10%;con-
trols: human, 2%; animal, 3%; tool, 3%). We further observed that
subjects’ performance on the three categories of motion stimuli in
themotion–pictureverificationtaskwerecorrelatedinboththepa-
tientgroup(rhuman – animal0.65,rhuman – tool0.65,ranimal – tool
0.60;ps0.001)andthehealthyparticipantgroup(rhuman – animal
0.61, rhuman – tool  0.69, ranimal – tool  0.55; ps  0.001). These
between-category r values did not differ significantly for either
group (ps  0.05).
VLSM results
Among the 77 stroke patients, 26 had a left-hemisphere lesion, 15
had a right-hemisphere lesion, and 36 had bilateral lesions. Of the
patients, 38 had unilateral, single, focal lesions (22 left and 16 right)
and will be addressed as the 38 single-lesion group below. VLSM
analyseswereperformedseparatelyforall77strokepatientsandfor
the38single-lesionpatients(Fig.2).Thelesiondistributionpatterns
forthewholegroup(n77)andforsingle-lesionpatients(n38)
are presented in Figure 2E. In the analyses, we included voxels that
were lesioned in at least five patients. This resulted in coverage of
a substantial portion of bilateral temporal lobes, frontal lobes,
and some portion of the parietal and occipital lobes and many
subcortical and cerebellar regions. In Figure 2F, we show
power maps reflecting the probability of each voxel reaching
statistical significance with  set to p  0.05 (Cohen, 1977).
Given the variation in power across brain regions, negative
results should be interpreted in the context of such variation.
As was done for the fMRI study, here we present and discuss
the results for lateral temporal cortex and adjacent regions.
Whole-brain results are listed in Table 1. Figure 2 displays the
VLSM results for the human motion effect (Fig. 2A), human–
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2C,D). For all types of motion effects, results of four analyses are
shown: the first three columns show results with the control task
performance(picture–wordverificationtask)regressedout.Col-
umns1and2showtheVLSMresultswithall77patientswiththe
BMandthettest,respectively.Column3showstheresultsofthe
BMtestwiththe38single-lesionpatients.Thelastcolumnshows
adifferentwayofcontrollingforthepicturerecognitioneffect.In
this analysis, we excluded those patients from the whole patient
group whose performance for the picture–word verification task
was 2 SDs below that of controls in any of the three motion
categories. With this procedure, 39 patients were excluded, leav-
ing 38 patients for the analyses. The resulting maps with the BM
test are shown in column 4. As can be seen in Figure 2, highly
Figure2. VLSMresultsinrightlateraltemporallobeforbrain-damagedpatientsinExperiment2.A–D,Resultscomparingperformancesbetweenthelesionedandintactgroupsoneachvoxel.
Thefirstthreecolumnsshowresultswiththecontroltaskperformance(picture–wordverificationtask)regressedout.Columns1and2showtheVLSMwithall77patientswiththeBMtestandthe
independent-samplettest,respectively.Column3showsresultsoftheBMtestwiththe38strokepatients’unilateral,single,focallesions.Column4showstheresultsoftheBMtestwithadifferent
wayofcontrollingforthepicturerecognitioneffectbyexcludingpatientsfromthewhole77patientgroupwhowereimpairedinpicturerecognition.ThethresholdwassetataFDRcorrectedp
0.005forallcolumnsexceptforthethirdcolumn(FDRcorrectedp0.05).A,Humanmotioneffect.B,Human–agentmotioneffect:thecommonregionswitheffectsofhumanmotionandtool
motionexcludingtheareaswithaneffectofanimalmotion.HumanmotionmapsarethoseinA.Mapsoftoolmotionandanimalmotionwereobtainedusinganidenticalmethodtothatofhuman
motion.C,Biologicalmotioneffect1:thecommonregionswitheffectsofhumanmotionandanimalmotionexcludingtheareaswithaneffectoftoolmotion.D,Biologicalmotioneffect2:the
commonregionswitheffectsofhumanmotionandanimalmotion.E,Lesionoverlapmapsofall77patientsand38single-lesionpatients.Thenvalueofeachvoxeldenotesthenumberofpatients
withalesiononit.Voxelswithn5(allcoloredexceptcyanvoxels)enteredintotheVLSManalysis.F,Powermapsofall77patientsandthe38single-lesionpatients.Thevalueofeachvoxelreflects
theprobabilityofthisvoxelreachingstatisticalsignificancewithsettop0.05.Thevoxelswithpowervaluelowerthan0.50isdisplayedincyan.H,Humanmotion;T,toolmotion;A,animal
motion;L,left;R,right.
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Forsimplicity,onlythedetailedcoordinateandclustersizeinfor-
mation for column 1 (BM test with all patients) and column 3
(BM test with 38 single-lesion patients) in Figure 2 are presented
below (and in Table 1).
The VLSM results on the human motion recognition task are
presented in Figure 2A. For all analyses, a strong right lateraliza-
tion was apparent, covering a large portion of the right mSTS/
STG (extending to MTG). No significant clusters were obtained
on the left temporal cortex in any of the analyses. A large cluster
was obtained at the FDR  0.005 threshold in the whole group
(77 patients) analysis (center coordinates: 51, 11, 9; 8452
mm
3) and at the FDR  0.05 threshold in the 38 single-lesion
patients (center coordinates: 48, 16, 3; 20,696 mm
3).
A human–agent motion effect was found in the right mSTS/
STG in all analyses (Fig. 2B). No significant cluster was observed
in the left temporal cortex. A large cluster was obtained at the
FDR p  0.005 threshold in the whole group analysis (center
coordinates: 47, 11, 9; 4697 mm
3) and at the FDR p  0.05
threshold in the subgroup of 38 single-lesion patients (center
coordinates: 51, 15, 4; 17,438 mm
3).
Forthebiologicalmotioncontrasts,asmallclusterintheright
STG was observed only in the conservative contrast (human and
animal;Fig.2D)forthewholegroupanalysis(centercoordinates:
45,12,10;108mm
3).Nosignificantclusterintherighttem-
poral lobe was found in other analyses, including the stringent
contrast(humantoolandanimaltool;Fig.2C)forthewhole
group or the conservative and stringent contrasts for the 38
single-lesion patient group (Fig. 2C,D).
ResultsacrossExperiments1and 2
In both the fMRI experiment and the patient VLSM experiment,
wefoundaregioninrightmSTS/STGthatissensitivetohuman–
agent motion (stronger effects for human motion and tool mo-
tion relative to animal motion), whereas the regions showing the
biological motion effect differed across the two experiments.
Toquantifytheconvergencebetweenthetwoexperiments,we
firstassessedthedegreeoftheiroverlapbycalculatinganoverlap
index (Bracci et al., 2012). We treated the significant regions in
right temporal cortex for human–agent motion obtained in the
fMRI map (Fig. 1B) and the VLSM map (Fig. 2B) as regions of
interest(ROIs)anddividedthevolumecommontothetwoROIs
by the volume of the smaller of the two ROIs. The left temporal
cortex was not included in this analysis because no voxels were
obtainedintheVLSMmap.Whenthewholegroupof77patients
was considered, the common volume between fMRI human–
agent ROI (1620 mm
3) and VLSM human–agent ROI (4697
mm
3) was 343 mm
3 (center coordinates: 49, 23, 0) and the
overlap index was 21%. When the 38 single-lesion patients were
considered, the common volume was 1155 mm
3 (center coordi-
nates: 48, 14, 5) and the overlap index was 71%. In contrast,
there was zero overlap between the fMRI biological motion ROI
andtheVLSMbiologicalmotionROIforboththestringentcon-
trast (biological motion 1; Figs. 1C,2 C) and the conservative
contrast (biological motion 2; Figs. 1D,2 D) in both kinds of
patientgroupanalyses.Thus,theoverlapindexofbiologicalmo-
tion was 0%.
We also assessed the effects of each experiment in the ROIs
fromtheotherexperiment.WeconsideredfirstthebilateralSTS/
STG clusters showing human–agent motion effects and biologi-
cal motion effects defined by the fMRI experiment (Fig. 1B,D)
and extracted the number of lesioned voxels in each ROI as the
lesion volume index for each patient. We then correlated the
lesion volumes in each ROI and the behavioral performance in-
dexonthemotion–pictureverificationtaskineachcategory(hu-
man,animal,tool)acrosspatients,whileregressingoutthescores
of the picture–word verification task in the corresponding cate-
gory and whole-brain lesion volume. In this way, we obtained a
correlation coefficient (r) for each category in each ROI. The
reverse analyses were also performed: for the VLSM-defined hu-
man–agent effect ROI and biological motion ROI obtained in
Experiment2(Fig.2B,D,BMtest),weextractedthemeanBOLD
 values of each motion category for each healthy participant in
Experiment 1 and plotted the effects of the three critical catego-
ries, as indexed by the  differences between each of the catego-
ries with the global motion. Figure 3 presents the results with all
77 patients. The results with 38 single-lesion patients showed
similar overall patterns, especially for the human–agent effects,
and are described below.
Forthehuman–agentROIs,theresultsshowedthattheeffects
converged well across the two experiments. Specifically, when all
77 patients were considered (Fig. 3A), in the ROIs defined in the
healthy participant fMRI experiment (top row), for the patient
datatherewasasignificantcorrelationofthelesionvolumeinthe
rmSTS/STGROIwithhumanmotion(r0.35,p0.01)and
tool motion (r  0.24, p  0.05) performance but not with
animal motion performance (r  0.15, p  0.21). The differ-
ence between human motion and animal motion was significant
(p  0.05), but not the difference between tool motion and ani-
mal motion (p  0.21). The left pMTG ROI showed significant
effects for all three types of motion stimuli (ps  0.05), with no
statistically significant differences among them (ps  0.10). In
the VLSM-defined human–agent ROI, the effects of human mo-
tion and tool motion in the fMRI experiment were significantly
or marginally significantly stronger than animal motion (t(15) 
3.15, p  0.01 and t(15)  1.87, p  0.08, respectively).
When the patient data for 38 single-lesion patients were con-
sidered, in the ROIs defined in the fMRI experiment, there was a
significant correlation of the lesion volume in the rmSTS/STG
ROI with human motion (r  0.50, p  0.01) and tool motion
(r  0.39, p  0.05) performance but not with animal motion
performance (r  0.22, p  0.20). The difference between hu-
man motion and animal motion was significant (p  0.05), but
not the difference between tool motion and animal motion (p 
0.20). For the left pMTG ROI, there was a significant correlation
of the lesion volume in this ROI with animal motion performance
(r0.38,p0.05)butnotwithhumanmotion(r0.31,p
0.07)ortoolmotion(r0.21,p0.21)performance.Therewas
no significant difference among the three categories (ps0.05). In
theVLSM-definedhuman–agentROI,theeffectsofhumanmotion
and tool motion in the fMRI experiment were both significantly
strongerthananimalmotion(t(15)3.50,p0.01andt(15)2.96,
p0.01, respectively).
For the biological motion ROIs, the results were rather diver-
gent across the two experiments (Fig. 3B). When all 77 patients
wereconsidered,fortheROIobtainedintheconservativebiolog-
ical motion contrast (human  baseline and animal  baseline)
in the fMRI experiment, lesion volume tended to be more
strongly correlated with human motion and animal motion perfor-
mance than tool motion. The right-hemisphere ROI reached mar-
ginal significance for animal motion but not for the other two
motioncategories(Fig.3B,toprow;humanmotion:r0.17,p
0.14; animal motion: r 0.20, p0.09; tool motion: r 0.16,
p0.18). No significant effect was observed for any category in the
left temporal ROI (rHuman 0.19; rAnimal 0.17; rTool 0.08; ps
0.10). For the VLSM-defined biological motion ROI (conservative
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mentdidnotreachsignificanceforanycategoryeither(rHuman
0.16; rAnimal 0.10; rTool 0.07; ps0.20).
Thepatternwiththesubgroupofthe38single-lesionpatients
was again similar to that with the whole patient group analysis.
For the ROI obtained in the conservative biological motion con-
trast in the fMRI experiment, lesion volume tended to be more
strongly correlated with human motion and animal motion per-
formance than tool motion. The right-hemisphere ROI reached
significanceforhumanmotion(r0.35,p0.05)butnotfor
theothertwomotioncategories(animalmotion:r0.30,p
0.08; tool motion: r  0.26, p  0.12). For the left temporal
Figure3. ConvergenceanalysisacrossExperiments1and2.A,Convergentanalysisofthehuman–agenteffectacrossexperiments.ThetoprowshowstheROIintheleftandrighttemporallobe
withsignificanthuman–agentmotioneffectsinthefMRIexperiment.ThebarplotsrepresentthecorrelationbetweenlesionvolumeintheROIandthebehavioralperformanceineachcategory
acrosspatients,regressingouttheperformanceinthecorrespondingcontroltask(picture–wordverification)andtotallesionvolume.Thebottomrowshowsresultsforthehealthyparticipantsin
thehuman–agentROIdefinedusingthepatientVLSMexperiment.Therightfiguredisplaysthehealthyparticipants’results.WeextractedthemeanBOLDvaluesofeachmotionconditionin
Experiment1ontheROIandplottedthedifferencesbetweeneachofthethreemotioncategoriesandtheglobalmotionbaseline.
#p0.10;*p0.05;**p0.01.B,Convergentanalysisof
thebiologicaleffectacrossexperiments.Thetoprowdisplaysthelesion–behaviorcorrelationofthethreemotioncategoriesonthefMRI-definedbiologicalmotioneffectROI(humanmotion
globalmotionandanimalmotionglobalmotion).ThebottomrowshowsthefMRIresultsontheVLSM-definedbiologicalmotionROI(notreflectedonthesurface).
#p0.10;*p0.05;**p
0.01.L,Left;R,right.
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motion, r  0.07; animal motion, r  0.24; tool motion, r 
0.18; ps  0.14). No significant clusters were obtained in the
VLSM analyses to allow for the reverse analysis.
Discussion
We examined whether human (conspecific) motion recognition
and biological motion recognition are associated with distinct
brain regions and, if so, what characterizes them. We compared
the effects of three types of motion, human, animal, and func-
tionaltoolmotion,inaneuroimagingexperimentandinaVLSM
experiment. In the fMRI experiment with healthy participants,
we observed two regions in the temporal lobe that are involved
with different aspects of motion recognition: the middle portion
oftherightsuperiortemporalgyrus/sulcusismoreimportantfor
processing motion produced by human agents (human motion
and functional tool motion) relative to animal motion, and the
more posterior region in the bilateral occipital-temporal cortex
responded more strongly to biological motion (human motion
andanimalmotion)relativetononbiologicalobjectmotion(tool
motion). The finding of a region seemingly specialized for the
processing of human agency was confirmed in our VLSM study
with brain-damaged patients, where we found that damage to
rightmSTG/STSisassociatedwithimpairmentintherecognition
of both human motion and functional tool motion, relative to
animal motion. Highly consistent results were obtained across
analyses when considering all stroke patients and only stroke
patients with single, unilateral lesions. Note that one important
caveat to consider is that the low-level motion properties of
our motion stimuli and task requirements were not perfectly
matched across conditions. However, the common effects of hu-
man and tools over animals could not be readily explained by
suchdifferences,ashumanandanimalmotionweremoresimilar
in motion properties (e.g., number of dots presented or articu-
latedmanner)andanimalandtoolmotionhadmoresimilartask
requirement (i.e., identification of object-specific actions). Fur-
thermore, behavioral accuracies in Experiment 1 were compara-
ble across the three categories, and in Experiment 2, they were
more similar between human and animal motion conditions.
Together, these result show that right mSTG/STS is not only
activated during human–agent motion recognition, but is neces-
sary for processing such motion.
The fMRI and VLSM finding that right mSTS/STG shows
preference to human and tool motion stimuli relative to animal
motion demonstrates that this region is not tuned to biological
motionproperties,butratherisselectivelyinvolvedinprocessing
the movement of human agents. Tools, as inanimate objects, do
nothaveintrinsic,self-initiatedmotion,andtheirmotionisusu-
ally induced by human agents. These considerations encourage
theviewthatitistheprocessingoftheimpliedagentoffunctional
tool motion that is responsible for the observed association of
human and tool motion in right mSTG/STS.
Previous functional imaging studies have reported that right
mSTS/STG is more strongly activated in processing human mo-
tion (Howard et al., 1996; Allison et al., 2000; Iacoboni et al.,
2004;Redcay,2008;Grosbrasetal.,2012)comparedwithscram-
bled motion and with the same types of motion produced by
nonhuman agents such as robots/cartoon figures (Mar et al.,
2007;Gobbinietal.,2011).Suchhuman-relatedeffectshavegen-
erally been interpreted as the effects of a social information pro-
cessing system. However, our results showing that right mSTS/
STGisbothmoresensitive(fMRI)andnecessary(VLSM)fortool
motionprocessing,whereasitisinsensitiveandnotnecessaryfor
animal motion processing, suggest that social property engage-
ment is not necessary in driving such human agency effects.
Assumingthatsocial-relatedprocessingisdefinedbytheinterac-
tion between two or more humans (and, by extension, between
twoormoreanimals),themotionoftoolsdoesnotautomatically
involve such processing. That is, we have shown a human
(agency) effect that is not to be reduced to general social or bio-
logical effects. Although it is undoubtedly the case that the hu-
man motion recognition system is at the service of social
cognition (Lahnakoski et al., 2012; Pavlova, 2012; Simmons and
Martin,2012),itisnotdependentonitandisnotfullysubsumed
withinit.TheresultsreportedheresuggestthattherightmSTSis
involved in computing human agency in its most general form,
including object-directed agency, and independently of social
valence.
Ourfindingthatintheposteriorportionofthetemporallobe
(the occipital-temporal cortex) human motion and animal mo-
tionelicitedstrongeractivationrelativetoglobalmotionandtool
motion provides direct evidence for the common assumption
thatthisregionissensitivetobiologicalentities(seealsoKaiseret
al., 2012). This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the
humanmotioneffectobservedhereisattributabletothisregion’s
sensitivity to a more general type of motion property, articulated
motion, that is associated with biological entities (Beauchamp et
al., 2002, 2003; Pelphrey et al., 2003). However, such findings
were not supported by the VLSM study, perhaps because of low
statisticalpowerresultingfromthesmallnumberofpatientswith
lesionsintheoccipital-temporalcortexinourpatientgroup.This
issue remains to be explored.
The region showing biological motion selectivity in our fMRI
study included a large cluster in the OTC that is more inferior to
the pSTS region commonly indicated in human motion research
and seems close to the well-documented EBA (Grosbras et al.,
2012), which has been shown to be more responsive to human
and animal bodies (Haxby et al., 2000; Downing et al., 2001;
Peelen and Downing, 2007). Previous studies have found that
point-lightdisplaysofhumanmovementactivateEBAalongwith
right pSTS, and such effects might be driven by the body form
information derived from the point-light display (Peelen et al.,
2006). Our results might reflect effects from either or both of the
tworegions,therightpSTSforbiologicalmotionandtheEBAfor
biological form. It is worth noting that the right OTC cluster
observed in our study was obtained in the contrast human mo-
tion  tool motion and animal motion  tool motion, whereas
the more classical right pSTS was obtained for the contrast hu-
man motion  global motion and animal motion  global mo-
tion. Although tool motion is not articulated, it shares other
visual properties with biological motion, in that it can be seen as
theextensionoftheeffectorcausallyinvolvedintheobject’smo-
tion (i.e., hand; Bracci et al., 2012). If such were the case, con-
trasting human and animal motion to functional tool motion
might have the effect of subtracting out the biological “motion”
component and leaving behind the shape dimension of the bio-
logical entities.
Compared with previous neuropsychological investigations,
our results revealing the critical role of right mSTS/STG in hu-
man–agent motion recognition are better aligned with fMRI
studies with healthy participants. Although most fMRI studies
have reported right pSTS to be the peak of the human motion
effects, right mSTS/STG has also been indicated (Grosbras et al.,
2012). In contrast, previous patient studies have reported effects
in left STS, premotor area, right superior parietal lobe, V5/MT,
inferior temporal gyrus, medial frontal lobe, and right anterior
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STS/STG.Thereareseveralpossibilitieswhythepreviouspatient
studies have not found right STS/STG effects in human motion
processing. The brain regions of interest in those studies were
limited to focal areas, such as the left hemisphere (Saygin, 2007),
anterior temporal lobe (Vaina and Gross, 2004), and parietal
lobes (Battelli et al., 2003); the sample size was relatively small
withtheexceptionofthestudybySaygin(2007),whichincluded
a larger number of patients but could not examine the role of
right STS/STG since only left-hemisphere lesion patients were
included. Our study was performed on a much larger sample of
patients (n  77) with lesions covering a wide range of bilateral
regions, allowing for greater power to detect the contribution of
right STS/STG in human motion recognition.
In conclusion, we have shown the existence of distinct func-
tional components in the motion recognition stream in right
lateral temporal cortex. One component, in the right pSTS and
bilateral OTC, is most likely driven by bottom-up visual motion
and shape properties that are shared by biological entities. This
component provides the initial interpretation of biological mo-
tion, which, together with the contribution of nearby areas, may
then serve as the basis for the interpretation of observed actions.
More importantly in the context of the present study, a second
component, lying more anteriorly in the middle part of right
superior temporal region, is involved in the recognition of human–
agent motion. This component provides a more abstract inter-
pretation of the agent, explicit or implicit, that is performing the
motion. This region shows selectivity to the motion of a human
agent,evenwhenthestimulusitselfisnotbiologicalanddoesnot
contain articulated motion properties or social valence. These
findingssuggestthattheorganizationoflateraltemporalcortexis
notguidedbyaunidimensionalbiological–nonbiologicalprinci-
ple but is hierarchically organized from undifferentiated biolog-
ical motion processing to more complex (agency) and specific
(human) dimensions. The careful distinction among different
components of motion perception and interpretation is a neces-
sary step in understanding the neural basis of human motion
recognition at the service of both social and nonsocial cognition.
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